
FOLDING SCISSOR GATE

Folding scissor gates offer sturdy vertical gate rails that
mount and pivot the gate completely out of the opening.
Gates have universal mounting that lock at the center
with the use of a standard type padlock. A cost effective
solution for warehouses and storage centers that remain
open during the day but require an extra layer of security.
Our galvanized steel scissor gates are designed to secure Our galvanized steel scissor gates are designed to secure 
dock, receiving, garage and service doorways or hallways
and entrances up to 12’ wide without sacrificing visibility
or air circulation. 

- Single Gate: attachment point on one end of gate secures
   the 2” mounting pins to door and to sidewall with brackets
   at any given height.
- Double Gate: attachement points on either end with lock
  bracket at center.

- Manually Operated - accordion style gates separates at 
  center point and collapses in either direction. Ball bearing
  roller assembly allows gate to easily slide and/or pivot
  in either direction to clear the opening area.  

- Lock Bracket: gate secured to adjoining side with a 
  standard type padlock. For single bracket, standard 
  type padlock to be purchased.
- Locking Rod: gate secured to door by rod. Hole to
  be drilled into wall condition to prohibit gate from 
  being pushed/pulled. Locking on rod secures rod
  in closed position - standard type padlock to be   in closed position - standard type padlock to be 
  purchased. 

- Manufactured for same-day pickup.
- Constructed entirely of heavy-duty galvanized steel.
- Low maintenance parts, no flaking paint, no corrosion,
  no rust.
- Lock bracket enables any padlock to be used.
- Extended and collapsed heights differ - provide 
  maximum height when ordering to ensure enough room  maximum height when ordering to ensure enough room
  is available under lintel for collapsed height (open
  position).A. Gate: constructed entirely of heavy-duty galvanized steel.

     Lattice bars each 1.5” galvanized angle. Single gate or 
     double gate curtain allows gate to open at different
     points. Some of the advantages are low maintenance, no
     flaking paint, no corrosion and no rust.
B. Rivets: constructed with aircraft quallity 1/4” zinc plated
     rivets.     rivets. Advantages - will not loosen or separate with 
     prolonged use unlike the competitor’s aluminum pop
     rivets.
C. Wheels: constructed entirely of steel. Advantages - 
     withstands heavy impacts and heavy continuous use
     unlike the competitor’s plastic wheels.

- The accordion style curtain is constructed of steel rivets
   connecting the 1.50” galvanized steel lattice bars. 
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1. 2.0” MOUNTING PIN
2. BALL BEARING ROLLER ASSEMBLY WITH STEEL WHEEL
3. 2.0” GALVANIZED STEEL ANGLE
4. 2.0” MOUNTING PIN
5. LOCK BRACKET
6. STEEL HANDLE
7.7. LOCKING ROD
8. LATTICE BARS 1.50” GALVANIZED STEEL
9. 2.0” MOUNTING PIN
10. 2.0” GALVANIZED STEEL ANGLE
11. 2.0“ MOUNTING PIN


